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Abstract Combination of both renewable and fuel-based generation systems is an
advantageous approach to develop off-grid distributed power plants. This approach
requires evaluation of the techno-economic potential of each source in a selected site
as well as optimization of load sharing strategy between them. Development of a
remote hybrid power plant in an off-grid area is the interest of this study. Defining
all available combinations, characteristics of performance, cost and availability of
them evaluated. Applying constraints, multi-objective target domain based on load
following and Levelized Cost of Electricity is established inwhich by utilizing Pareto
front approach, optimized scenarios is achieved.
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22.1 Introduction

For many under-development countries, hybrid generation systems are the solution
which could satisfy various requirements of power generation including availability,
renewability and cost. The authors presented a procedure to evaluate the performance
and economy of a hybrid system of wind, photovoltaic (PV) and Micro Gas Turbine
(MGT) with the required battery capacity in a remote area in South Africa as a test
case in [1] and suggest optimization to size of a hybrid system of all resources.

The optimization of the power plant can be considered in two groups of conven-
tional and new generation methods [2]. The conventional methods include the trade-
off approaches, iterative approaches, linear and mixed integer linear programming.
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The new generation approaches, on the other hand, integrate mathematical models
with the computer programs in the heuristic manner to obtain a solution [3].

To find the optimum size of a hybrid system with solar PV and wind generators, a
harmony search method is employed in [4]. In this order, several configurations are
defined as “Harmony”. Sizes of solar PVgenerators andwind turbines, aswell as esti-
mated costs of the system, are specified in each harmony. Considering optimization
targets, discrete search technique employed to find the solution.

In current study, Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) [5] and load following of
the generation system is considered as the target objects. The procedure is adopted in
a rural area near Cape Town, South Africa and to apply direct optimization, solution
domain of all scenarios usingdefined available sources is constructed.Various aspects
of scenarios are investigated. Then, Pareto front technique is employed to obtain the
optimum solution.

22.2 Theory and Methodologies

To define the solution domain, combinations of CapstoneMGT30,MGT65 andMGT
200S with 0 to 4 wind turbine of 100 kW power are considered. The size of Solar PV
in each configuration is obtained based on the assumption of providing at least 90%
of the demand load in the worst month of each scenario. Therefore, 45 scenarios are
extracted which are listed in Table 22.1.

Since there are a finite number of scenarios, the direct optimisation technique is
employed to find the solution. In this method, techno-economic parameters of all
scenarios are evaluated which make it possible to select the global optimal solution.
Various parameters could be defined to show the performance, cost and availability of
the system among which annual generation, Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE),
load following deviation, nominal capacity, number of days with 1 hour shortage
or blackout, and renewability of the hybrid generation system is considered to trim
unpractical scenarios.

Table 22.1 Available scenarios
Wind Turbine

0 100 200 300 400

M
G

T

0 2680 1520 610 180 0
30 2200 1070 300 40 0
65 1640 560 130 0 0
30+65 1170 280 0 0 0
2x65 610 80 0 0 0
2x65+30 260 0 0 0 0
3x65 40 0 0 0 0
200 10 0 0 0 0
200+30 0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. 22.1 The Pareto front in a multi-objective optimisation domain

LCOE are selected as the objectives for the optimization process that means the
desired hybrid power plant not only have to track the demand load profile but also
provide the electricity in minimum LCOE. To quantify the load following behaviour,
least square of the difference between monthly load demand and generation is
considered as the deviation parameter.

Based on the objectives’ characteristics which are in contrary to each other the
Pareto Front approach is applied to find the optimum.Thismethodwhich is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 22.1 generally employed when minimising one of the targets
yields to increase of the other ones. Any of the scenarios which are places on the
Pareto front could be selected as an optimum solution regarding the weight of each
target for a project.

22.3 Results and Discussion

A rural area near Cape Town is considered as a case study in this article and extracted
techno-economic parameters of all 45 scenarios are plotted inFig. 22.2. It is obviously
clear that some of the scenarios generate several times higher than the annual required
load. Therefore, to achieve a better optimization domain, some of them are ignored
by applying two following constraints:

• Size: Annual generation of the system should be less than 2,500,000 kWh.
• Availability: There should be no days with more than 1 h no generation situation.
• Renewability: Utilization of renewable sources should be more than 20% of

overall generation.

Although the values for these constrain are specified, other values or constraints
may be added due to the condition of a project. The remaining scenarios are indicated
in Table 22.2. All of the scenarios with no MGT are eliminated because of the
availability constrains and the others eliminated by size and renewability ones. In
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Fig. 22.2 Techno-economic parameters of all scenarios

remaining scenarios, some of them benefit from only two sources which means those
do not include either any wind turbine or any solar PV. In Fig. 22.3 these two-source
system are compared with the three-source systems in optimization targets domain
which shows the effect of hybridization in improving both technical and economic
aspects of the system.

Multi-objective optimization domain of the remaining 24 scenarios as well as the
illustration of Pareto line is plotted in Fig. 22.4. Pareto front is passing through three
following scenarios:
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Table 22.2 Remaining scenarios after applying size, availability and renewability constraints

Wind Turbine
0 100 200 300 400

M
G

T
0 2680 1520 610 180 0
30 2200 1070 300 40 0
65 1640 560 130 0 0
30+65 1170 280 0 0 0
2×65 610 80 0 0 0
2×65+30 260 0 0 0 0
3×65 40 0 0 0 0
200 10 0 0 0 0
200+30 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 22.3 Comparison between two-source and three-source systems

Fig. 22.4 Multi-objective domain and Pareto front

1- MGT 30 kW, WT 2 × 100 kW, PV 490 kW, Battery 1640 kWh
2- MGT 65 kW, WT 2 × 100 kW, PV 220 kW, Battery 1800 kWh
3- MGT 2 × 65 kW, WT 100 kW, PV 170 kW, Battery 1530 kWh

It could be seen that by increasing the size of the MGT, the load following
behaviour of the system is improved but the LCOE is increased. Load following
of these three optimum solutions is also plotted in Fig. 22.5 which shows more
deviation in small MGT scenario.
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Fig. 22.5 Load following deviation of the selected scenarios

This Pareto front provides optimum solutions based on the selected targets as
well as required data for decision makers. Having all optimum solution in hand, one
may consider weights for each target and select the most appropriate one based on
especial condition of the project.

22.4 Conclusion

Techno-economic parameters of all available solutions employing 30, 65 and 200 kW
MGTs, as well as 0 to 4 sets of wind turbine in combination with appropriate solar
PV, are evaluated. Applying size, availability and renewability constraints, some of
the scenarios were eliminated. Among the remaining ones, load following behaviour
and LCOE were considered as the target and the multi-objective Pareto front was
obtained. It was shown that combining both three resources yields to enhancement
of the overall techno-economic parameters of the system. The authors recommend
that this procedure could be improved by employing a wider range of wind turbines.
The criteria of suppling at least 90% of monthly loads to size the solar PV could also
be investigated.
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